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Current mobile phones and tablets are equipped with two
technologies for accessing the Internet: WiFi and Cellular. Deciding which
of these two interfaces provides faster data transfer is often non-trivial,
but most of the currently used devices use a simple priority scheme that
prefers WiFi to Cellular.
In this paper, we propose a novel system that automatically selects the
best link available in the current user location. The system periodically
probes the bandwidth available on both links and makes statistical predictions, while avoiding excessive data and battery usage. We experimentally validated our approach using a dedicated application for Android.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Current mobile phones and tablets are equipped with multiple wireless interfaces. Apart from using the UMTS or LTE technology, they transmit data using
WiFi in areas where it is available. The choice of the wireless interface is typically
static. The Android and iOS systems employ a priority-based selection scheme,
which chooses WiFi whenever possible, or the Cellular link instead. However,
this simple policy is inecient in terms of energy use and achieved transmission speed: it requires both interfaces to be enabled virtually all of the time,
which decreases battery lifetime, and there are many situations in which WiFi is
slower than Cellular, e.g. in heavily loaded public WiFi networks and in locations
connected over a low-speed ADSL line.
Some users manually disable the WiFi interface for most of their time, and
manually enable it only when in range of a known AP. Such solution increases
battery lifetime, but requires manual control and takes time. To automate this
process, a few tools were proposede.g. Sony location-based WiFi or Smart
WiFi Toggler [1]but they do not evaluate the available Internet bandwidth.
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically select the optimal interface in terms of maximum transmission speed, with minimal energy usage and
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data transfer. We introduce a lightweight tool for estimating available bandwidth
of WiFi and Cellular links, and we present a novel algorithm to select the best
interface in the current user location.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the
background work and the motivation for the proposed solution, in Section 3 we
describe the proposed methodology to select optimal interface for data transmission. Section 4 covers the experimental validation of the method using a
smartphone application and analysis of the stability of the link selection. We
nish the paper with a short conclusion in Section 5.
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Background

The rapid growth in the number of wireless devices used for accessing the Internet substantially increased the trac load on mobile networks. The global
mobile trac grew by 81% in 2013 [2], which results in high load on the currently deployed wireless networks, andas a consequenceto decreased quality
of service in some locations during peak hours. These changes make it hard for
the user to manually select the optimal Internet connection.
Most of the currently produced smartphones are equipped with two radio
interfaces: 3G/LTE (Cellular) and IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) [3]. These two types use
dierent frequencies and media access methods: while WiFi is based on random
channel access, the Cellular networks channel access is managed by the base station. WiFi operates in ISM band, in which anyone can easily start transmission,
while Cellular networks use licensed bands, in which transmission is controlled
by network operator. In both technologies the throughput of the transmission is
limited by the radio signal propagation conditions, radio bandwidth available,
and the amount of devices sharing the same radio resources.
The two most widely used operating systems for smartphones, Android and
iOS, by default use WiFi if both connections are available. According to [3],
2/3 of consumers prefer WiFi to Cellular. WiFi is free in most cases, while
the Cellular data plan requires a monthly fee. WiFi is also often perceived as
more ecient than Cellular. While the IEEE 802.11 standard oers very high
transmission rates of up to 300Mbps in local networks, the actual bandwidth
is often limited by an ADSL link to which the WiFi access point is connected,
e.g. between 2 and 25Mbps. In crowded locations, where many users share the
same backhaul connection or where many interfering APs are deployed, the WiFi
performance is heavily degraded [4]. On the other hand, the average throughput
oered by LTE networks varies between 9Mbps [5] and 13Mbps [6], which is
higher than the throughput of a low-cost ADSL link. The performance of an
LTE connection depends on the distance to the base station and on the number
of users transmitting data through it, so it can signicantly change in space
and time. The measurement presented in [5] shows that it may change between
0.6Mbps per 5 percentile to 24Mbps for the 95 percentile. Thus, deciding whether
WiFi or LTE oers a faster transmission is not an easy task for the user.
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The problem of transferring the data trac from Cellular to WiFi was heavily
investigated in the literature, but most of these works evaluated it from the
network operator perspective, which aims at ooading transmissions towards
the unlicensed bands [7]. The 3GPP Release 10 dened data ooading as a key
solution to cope with the constantly increasing load on packet data networks
[8]. Ooading to WiFi is considered jointly with small cell deployments [9].
However, implementation of the infrastructure to manage the ooading from
the operator perspective is costly and requires economical relations between the
network operator and the owners of access points [10].
From the client perspective, users want to simply use the interface that oers
the fastest data transfer in their current location. Users may manually enable
or disable the WiFi interface, but this consumes time and introduces burden.
There are applications that automate this process and disable the WiFi interface
in locations where the user congured the phone to do so, e.g. Smart WiFi
Toggler [1]. However, the selection of the best link in specic location should
estimate the available bandwidth on both WiFi and LTE interfaces, and realize
the selection quickly and in an energy ecient way. This can be achieved by
measuring on the client side which of the two interfaces provides faster access
to the Internet. The throughput estimation should minimize the amount of data
transferred, to minimize the cost of its use and minimize the energy utilization.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no such tool currently available.
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Selecting the best link automatically

In this Section, we describe our method for selecting the best Internet link on
mobile devices. The basic idea is to make periodic and lightweight measurements
of the instantaneous download speeds in locations where the user has active
WiFi connection. We summarize these measurements using statistics and select
Cellular link if it performs better than WiFi in the current location.

3.1

Available Bandwidth Estimation

Available end-to-end bandwidth is an important metric of an Internet path,
which has high impact on the quality of an Internet link in general. Numerous
methods for measuring this metric were proposed in the literature, under the
name of Available Bandwidth Estimation (ABE) [1113]. In [14], the authors
experimentally compared 9 ABE tools in the same networking environment,
in terms of intrusiveness, response time, and accuracy in presence of dierent
cross-trac streams. However, only Spruce [12], pathChirp [11], and Assolo [13]
generated less than 500KB of trac per measurement. We did not consider the
other methods because mobile operators put monthly limits on Cellular data
transfer. We chose Assolo as a state-of-the-art method, because it is an optimized
version of pathChirp, and has lower intrusiveness than Spruce.
However, in [15] the authors showed that current ABE tools will not work
in large-scale distributed systems. The authors reported a signicant underestimation of the available bandwidth, with divergence of estimations vs. real
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values. In our paper, we experimentally conrm these results in Section 4: Assolo
cannot reliably estimate the bandwidth of an articially limited Internet link (see
Fig. 2). Thus, we propose a new lightweight ABE tool: pik.
The basic idea behind pik is to send a short peak of UDP data and measure
its duration at the receiver. We also estimate the Round-Trip Time (RTT) for
better accuracy and to work-around various network buers. The measurement
process is as follows. The client, which is the receiver part wanting to know
its available bandwidth, registers at the server and obtains a random password
used for further authentication. Next, the client sends a

PING

request, to which

the server replies with a 50B response. This step is repeated by default 5 times
with a 1-second timeout, and the average time between sending the request
and receiving the response is treated as the link RTT. Finally, the client sends
a

START

request, to which the server replies with a peak of data, by default

100 packets of 1KB length. The server sends the data to the network as fast as
possible, in a single loop without any pauses. The client assumes reception of the
rst packet at the time of the

START

request plus RTT, but the time of the last

packet is measured. The duration of the peak at the receiver side is calculated,
and nally the available bandwidth is the amount of data received divided by
the peak duration. This nal stage has a time limit of 3 seconds by default.
The pik tool works well for Internet links with articial limits, i.e. bandwidth
caps set by an ISP operator, but we need to repeat the measurement several times
to gain reliable information on the link performance.

3.2

Link selection

Basing on experimental evaluation, we propose the following condition to select
the Cellular connection instead of WiFi:

(L)

0.75 · Mc

(L)

> Mw ,

(1)

(L)

Mc(L) = {c1 , . . . , c(L)
n } n ≥ 5,
Mw(L)

=

(L)
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{w1 , . . . , wm
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L = (SSID,
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(L)
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m ≥ 5,

(3)

BSSID),

is a set of pik measurements for Cellular at location

same for WiFi, and

(2)

(4)

(L)

L , Mw

is the

L is a tuple of SSID and BSSID for the associated WiFi AP.

The goal of Eq. 1 is to select Cellular if on average it performs much better
than WiFi in the current location, e.g. if it is a few Mbps faster. We highlight
that the goal of our work is not estimating the available bandwidth, but choosing
the better performing link on mobile devices. The bandwidth available to the
user depends on many factors, e.g. the number of contending hosts in a WLAN
network or on the scheduling algorithm in LTE, which is dynamic. Thus, we
propose to periodically repeat the measurements several times and make the
decision using link statistics. Hence, we present a heuristic approach validated
through experiments, instead of comparing the bandwidths directly.
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periodically in the background, with-

out disrupting normal operation of the device. A link selection system can schedule bandwidth measurements each few hours, provided that the screen is o and
a congured WiFi network is available. New data should replace old measurements. However, there is a trade-o between frequent updates and the amount
of transferred data, hence the update rate should be chosen wisely. Finally, we
believe that updating

(L)

Mc

and

(L)

Mw

without active measurements, e.g. by ob-

serving the interface byte counters, is prone to errors. One could not assume
that current transmissions are not band-limited at the sender side (e.g. video
streams). Mobile devices allow for only one active connection, so it would be
cumbersome to passively prole two links at the same time.

3.3

Practical application

We implemented a practical link selection system for the Android platform as

1

BX Network application . The application has two operation modes: 1) Active,
when the device screen is on and unlocked, and 2) Sync, when the screen is o.
Basically, BX Network runs the link selection algorithm (Eq. 1) when entering
the Active mode and uses the Android API to apply the results. When leaving
this mode, all links are switched o. However, while in the Sync mode, the
application periodically enables both links for a short period of time, letting the
Android synchronization to run. In such cases, BX Network also collects pik
measurements if possible and desired.
We implemented pik for Android using native API (NDK), for performance
reasons. Measurements are governed by a scheduler that runs pik at most every
3 hours in the same location. If there are less than 5 measurements in the last
7 days for the current location, the scheduler allows more frequent updates, to
collect the data for Eq. 1 as fast as possible. On the other hand, if no congured
WiFi network is available, no pik measurements are made. Results are stored in
a

sqlite database. Whenever the system needs to select the best link, it fetches

location information from the Android WiFi API, and queries the database for
pik results in the current user location, for the last 7 days.
The nal eect of running BX Network on a smartphone is that it automatically switches to the best available Internet connection in a few seconds
after unlocking the screen. The delay is due to the WiFi scanning procedure
implemented in recent versions of Android.
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Experimental validation

We base our experimental validation on 3 data sources:

DS1) bandwidth tests to

two distant hosts based in US (New York) and Poland (Poznan), repeated 100
times in 24 hours,

DS2)

bandwidth tests over an articially limited link to the

host based in US, repeated 480 times during 3 hours, and

1

DS3)

measurements

See https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bxlabs.network
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HTTP download speed (horizontal axes, Mbps) versus speed estimated by pik
and Assolo (vertical axes, Mbps). Measurements repeated 100 times for 24h using LTE.
Correlation coecients shown in c, least-squares t shown as dashed lines.
Fig. 1.

collected during typical usage of BX Network on a single smartphone for 40 days.

DS1 and DS2 we used three idle and stationary Internet uplinksLTE, WiFi,

For

and Ethernetof which the Ethernet link was the fastest. All data was collected
during Nov 2014-Jan 2015. We conducted 4 experiments described below.
Experiment 1: Estimating link speed using pik and Assolo. In Fig. 1, we use

DS1

to compare ABE tools against real bandwidth attained while downloading

a 3MB le from a web server, over an LTE link. We tested if a single run of
a lightweight ABE method can estimate the real speed available to user while
downloading a medium-sized web object. We repeated the experiment 100 times,
running pik, Assolo, and an HTTP client (wget) immediately one after another.
We did not limit the server link nor the LTE link in any way: we assume that
the bandwidth changes were due to network congestion and load on the LTE
base station. The results show that neither pik nor a state-of-the-art tool can
estimate the HTTP download speed reliably. We see some correlation, but the
results are generally random, especially for Assolo. Both methods over-estimate
the HTTP speed by a factor of 1.5-5 (pik) or 4-12 (Assolo). However, pik results
are generally more stable and closer to reality.
In Fig. 2, we show situation in which the link is articially limited on the
server side using Token Bucket Filter (TBF), with rates increasing from 1 till

16Mbps (DS2). Again, we compare the HTTP download speeds with the values
estimated by pik and Assolo. The results show almost perfect estimation using
pik (correlation equal to 1.0) and mediocre results using Assolo (correlation equal
to 0.45). The pik method slightly under-estimated the HTTP speed, while Assolo
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HTTP speed vs estimates by pik and Assolo. Bandwidth limited using Token
Bucket Filter (1-16Mbps). Measurements repeated 30 times over an Ethernet link.
Fig. 2.

over-estimated the real values by an order of magnitude (for small TBF rates).
Thus, in case the link is limited by the network operator, pik reliably estimates
the available bandwidth, while Assolo does not. We conclude Experiment 1 that
it is dicult to predict the HTTP download speed using small amount of data,
but evaluated tools demonstrated some ability, of which pik was better and
more reliable than Assolo. Thus, we can use pik for quick measurements of
instantaneous link speeds.
Experiment 2: Selecting the best link with statistics. In Fig. 3, we search

for the statistical method that would select the best link in

DS1

reliably. We

take random samples of all pik measurements for 3 Internet links and we apply
statistical measures of location: arithmetic mean and quartiles (Q1, Q2, and
Q3). The link with the highest value gets selected as the best link. Whenever the
algorithm selects Ethernet, we treat it as a success. We repeated the experiment
100 times for various sample sizes, presenting the average for two distant hosts.
The results show that in most cases the bigger is the sample, the better. We
obtained the best results by using the value of the average and the rst quartile.
We recommend using the arithmetic mean for its simplicity and popularity (it
is available in

sqlite). The sample size should be at least 5.

In Fig. 4, we present results obtained from

DS2:

LTE and WiFi speeds mea-

sured using pik for increasing TBF rates. The upper plots show raw measurements, and the lower plot presents their statistics. Basing on the results presented
in Fig. 3, we chose to apply the arithmetic mean of 15-element random samples.
We see that the accuracy for LTE is generally better than for WiFi. The mean
absolute error was 0.74Mbps for LTE and 2.3Mbps for WiFi, which is reected
in the fact that the estimated bandwidth for LTE much closely follows the TBF
limit. Thus, we conclude that Eq. 1 can be used to choose LTE in favor of WiFi,
but if it is much faster. By applying statistical analysis to raw pik measurements
we obtain meaningful results.
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Probability of choosing the best link for various statistics of pik measurements.
Experiments repeated 100 times for each sample size.
Fig. 3.

Experiments 3 and 4: Stability and costs. In Fig. 5, we evaluate stability of

our link selection method. Using data in

DS3,

we make a link selection decision

basing on a random sample of all measurements. Then, we simulate the impact
of a new measurement on the decision, by adding one more measurement to the
sample and evaluating the arithmetic mean once again. If the decision does not
change, we treat the algorithm as stable. Fig. 5 presents results obtained for two
user locations, repeated 10,000 times for sample size ranging from 1 till 15. The
results show the bigger is the sample size, the better. For given data source, the
algorithm is stable in 99% of cases for 5-element random sample, and 100% for
at least 10-element random sample.

Typical user

Active user

Work days
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Work days
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Amount per year
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Measurements per day

7
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Data usage per day [KB]

Average per month [KB]
Table 1.
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raw pik measurements, while the lower plot presents their statistics.
Fig. 4.

In our last experiment, we extracted real Cellular data usage from

DS3, which

should roughly illustrate the real monthly costs of using BX Network. The application was active for 40 days and used the scheduler described in Section 3
for measuring LTE and WiFi speeds on a typical smartphone. During the test
period, the application made 220 Cellular measurements. For each measurement,
pik used 100 data packets of 1000B and 10 ping packets of 50B, which corresponds to 102KB per measurement (including packet overhead). Thus, it used
561KB a day, or 16MB per month. In Tab. 1 we simulate monthly Cellular data
costs for two scenarios: typical user and active user. We assume that the user
has various network usage patterns for work days and weekends, and in dierent
places [16]. Assuming the user accesses a WLAN at home, at work, and sometimes in travel, we propose various amounts of measurements per day. However,
even for an active user, monthly Cellular data usage should stay below 30MB.
In this work we don't target the energy usage minimization as the goal of
the optimization. Measurements in [6] show that transfer of the same amount
of data on LTE requires 5.4 - 12 times more energy than on WiFi, so if we
calculate only the energy used for transfer it is always more ecient to turn
on WiFi when it is available. However the total energy usage also depends on
the time spent during waiting for the data. This time is linearly proportional
to the network bandwidth available for both LTE and WiFi. The amount of
energy consumed by proposed application, given our assumptions on Cellular
data costs (Table 1), is proportional to transferring a few MB per day. Existing
mobile applications for testing Internet speed, like SpeedTest [17], transfer an
order of magnitude more data per single measurement, which requires much
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Fig. 5.

more energy. Our application also improves energy eciency by switching o
the wireless interfaces when they are not needed, reducing the energy usage in
standby mode. In summary, the comparison of the total energy consumed with
or without automatic link selection require more depth analysis, which we leave
for further study.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new method for selecting the optimal interface to
access the Internet on mobile devices. We show that Available Bandwidth Estimation techniques available in the literature, e.g. Assolo, do not provide reliable
results for modern mobile networks. To overcome this problem, we developed our
own method to measure which of the two interfacesWiFi or Cellularperforms
better that executes quickly and uses small amounts of data.
The proposed method was implemented as a free application for Android
and tested within a public LTE network. Our application also improves energy eciency of data transfer on mobile devices by switching o the Internet links when they are not needed, at the cost of energy used to perform
the measurements. We release an open source implementation of pik at

//github.com/iitis/pik.

https:

We proposed a link selection method based on the available bandwidth, because it directly aects the web page and le download times perceived by the
user. We leave the evaluation of other metrics that could be used for choosing between Cellular and WiFi, e.g. minimizing link latency, or maximizing the
strength of the radio signal for further study.
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